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Welcome to

Gallopade
Curriculum
Introduction
Tennessee Experience is an interactive,
flexible K-8 social studies curriculum
program designed to engage students
in a multi-sensory learning experience.
Gallopade blends interactive print and
digital tools with literacy enhancement
builders through our dynamic learning
platform.
For over 40 years, Gallopade has been
partnering with teachers to teach
state standards. Through Gallopade’s
curriculum and supplemental resources,
educators are given a wide array of
grade-appropriate resources to teach,
test, and measure student success.

GallopadeCurriculum.com

Why Gallopade
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100% Aligned

Full Control

Every Tennessee Experience Student Book is

The Gallopade Curriculum Online provides

written and aligned 100% to the latest Tennessee

teachers with everything needed to teach

Academic Standards. All strands and Social Studies

the standards. Content is organized by Units

Practices (SSP) have been integrated throughout

and Chapters. Assign content, activities, and

the Tennessee Experience.

assessments, and grade with ease. Grade
assignments and send feedback to students.
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Evidence-Based

Consumable, All-In-One

Our proven approach of chunking, active

As an all-in-one textbook and student book,

learning, engagement of multiple learning styles,

students receive their own Student Books to

and standards-based instruction succeeds in

write in, highlight, and annotate. Pages are

students learning, understanding, and retaining

perforated for easy tear-out.

essential social studies standards and skills.
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Print & Digital Options

Proven

Blended learning materials are becoming

Gallopade Curriculum has proven to

an increasingly important part of education.

increase year-over-year test scores across

Teachers and students receive online access to

local and state tests.

several pre-organized—and assignable—content,
tools, and resources.

Gallopade International
PO Box 2779
Peachtree City, GA 30269

Shop: www.Gallopade.com

(800) 536-2438

Help: www.Support.Gallopade.com

curriculum@gallopade.com

Info: www.GallopadeCurriculum.com
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Support
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Free Training & Support
Our curriculum program is intuitively

Gallopade’s Customer Success Group

designed and features all of the tools

consists of a team of experienced

and resources necessary to teach—

educators who have a passion for

and learn—the latest social studies

training and helping teachers succeed.

standards. We’re here to help you

We offer free training and support to all

become an expert at using Gallopade

customers, all day, all year

Curriculum and to make your job easier.

In-Service
Training

Live Web-Based
Training

Online
Tutorials

Visit Support.Gallopade.com to
explore support resources.

GallopadeCurriculum.com
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We’re Ready to
Partner with You

H

ATS OFF to Gallopade! My teachers love the
materials. Not only are they friendly to use,
they are correlated to the Standards. Every

famous person in our standards has a matching

K

indergarten and first grade teachers in our
district have responded with enthusiasm to
the Gallopade resources to enhance their

social studies instruction. They are pleased that the

biography that let teachers integrate reading with

activities are developmentally appropriate and are tied

social studies...true teaching. It is wonderful to find

explicitly to the Standards. We also appreciate your

expert materials that enable teachers to create

responsiveness whenever a question may arise. Kudos

exceptional lessons that engage students. Thank you!

to you!

- Rena, Director of Standards-Based Learning

- JoAnn, Elementary School Teacher

G

allopade Curriculum has been a great tool in
helping our teachers meet the needs of our
students. They include everything that our

students need to know and present the information

M

y students learned the standards because
of the materials provided by your company!
It was my first year teaching Social Studies.

I learned as much as my students. Your product

in a way that is fun and interactive! Before finding

helped me cover the Standards and also promoted

these resources, we were using several textbooks that

reading at the same time. It was a lifesaver for me

did not correlate to the Standards. Now that we have

and my students!

these materials, we can focus more on our students
than where we are getting the next resources.

- Gwen, Georgia Educator

- Ashley, Elementary School Teacher

H

onestly, the book that I bought is BETTER than
the textbooks the students have. I would be
lost without these materials. It is by far the best

purchase I have made this school year.
- Tammy, 7th Grade Teacher

Your Tennessee Team
Courtney
Starling Stewart

Jennifer
Beseau

Vivian
Bernstein

Pam
Price-Williams

Tennessee Curriculum
Training & Support

Tennessee Regional
Representative

Tennessee Regional
Representative

Tennessee Curriculum
Training & Support

To schedule training
or request support,
please contact me!

For a custom quote or to
request samples, please
contact me!

To schedule training
or request support,
please contact me!

To schedule training or
request support, please
contact me!

courtney@gallopade.com

jennifer@gallopade.com

vivian@gallopade.com

pam@gallopade.com
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What’s Included
Blended learning has become a requirement in
schools today. Now, more than ever, educators
need a social studies solution that is effective,
easy to use, and most importantly, flexible.
Your purchase includes a bundle of print and
digital tools and resources, 100% aligned to the
Tennessee Academic Standards.

For Grades K-8th.

Gallopade
Curriculum Online
The Gallopade Curriculum Online platform
empowers teachers with everything they
need to plan, teach, assign, and measure
student success.

Digital
•

Flexible, easy-to-use.

•

Organized to save you time!

•

Read-aloud and translation tools.

6

Student Book
Textbook and student book all-in-one resource
100% aligned to standards. Consumable book
with literacy and skill-building activities.

K-8th

Print

Digital eBook

Teacher’s Edition
N
O C E AComplete

Tennessee Experience Student Book
with answers to all questions and activities.
Includes planning pages and pacing guide.

A R C T I C

K-8th

Print

GREENLAND

Digital eBook

SWEDEN

ICELAND

FINLAND

_________

__________________

_________
NORWAY
NAME: _________

Teaching Tools

SKILLS
COLD WAR MAP
DENMARK

:

On the map of Europe

IRELAND
were

England

that
1. Color the areas
communist red.

SPAIN

PANAMA

VENEZUELA

GUYANA
SURINAME

FRENCH GUIANA

COLOMBIA

ALGERIA

PARAGUAY

CHILE

MALI

t each item.

NIA

MAP LEGEND

communist areas
GUINEA

What is similar about

BENIN
GHANA
TOGO

CAMEROON

the Iron Curtain?

GABON

ANGOLA

URUGUAY

STAT
ES

INDIA

______

___

ZAMBIA

Several assignable tools and activities add rigor
to instruction with a focus on inquiry, critical
thinking, writing, literacy, and processing skills.

SOUTH KOREA

JAPAN

TAIWAN
LAOS

K-8th

VIETNAM

THAILAND

UN

SRI LANKA ION

PHILIPPINES

BOTH

OCEAN

BRUNEI
MALAYSIA

INDIAN

KENYA

PACIFIC

NORTH KOREA

______

KAMPUCHEA

SOVI
ET

SOMALIA

I

N

D

O

N

E

S

Digital Printable
I

A

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA

EAST TIMOR
FIJI

COMOROS
MOZAMBIQUE
MALAWI

ade.com
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OCEAN

______

TANZANIA

_____________

SOUTH AFRICA

ARGENTINA

YEMEN

DJIBOUTI

DEM. REP. RWANDA
_____
BURUNDI
________
OF CONGO

the Iron Curtain?

______

TRAST

ETHIOPIA

UGANDA

________________
________________________

________

________________________

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC

________________________

________________________

the Berlin Wall and

ERITREA

CONGO
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TAJIKISTAN
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SUDAN

the Berlin Wall

EQUATORIAL GUINEA
SAO TOME & PRINCIPE

the Berlin Wall and

CHAD

NIGER

the Iron Curtain

COAST

LIBERIA
ns:

kilometers (27 miles)

NIGERIA

BURKINA

IVORY
democratic areas

SIERRA LEONE

What is different about

BOLIVIA

Berlin Wall = 43.1

used to represen
youMAURITA

GUINEA BISSAU

EGYPT

LIBYA

Answer the questio

BRAZIL

JORDAN

Berlin yellow.

________________________

PERU

ISRAEL

in black.

SENEGAL

SYRIA

CYPRUS
LEBANON

TUNISIA

WESTERN
SAHARA

GAMBIA

TURKEY

GREECE

______

KYRGYZSTAN

er

Canary Islands

TURKMENISTAN

rgan
iz

Draw the Berlin Wall

UZBEKISTAN

hic O

NICARAGUA

COSTA RICA

ECUADOR

Color democratic West

•

Include the colors

DOM. REP.
HAITI

HONDURAS

GUATEMALA
EL SALVADOR

•

ROMANIA

MOROCCO

legend:
Complete the map

THE BAHAMAS

CUBA
JAMAICA
BELIZE

Color communist East

THE
AND UNITED S
T
THE S
OVIE ATES
COM
PARE
T UNIO
AND
CON
N
: ______

HUNGARY

YUGOSLAVIA

ALBANIA

Berlin red.

•

MONGOLIA

NAME

AKIA

ITALY

BULGARIA

PORTUGAL

MEXICO

CZECHOSLOV

AUSTRIA

SWITZ.

On the map of Berlin:

U.S.S.R
(Soviet Union)

POLAND

•

Berlin

GERMANY

FRANCE

along the
3. Draw a blue line
ist
border between commun
s.
and democratic countrie

ATLANTIC

EAST
GERMANY

M WEST

English
were
that
2. Color the areas Channel
democratic yellow.

U. S. A.

Iron
Curtain

NETH.

BELGIU

Grap

C A N A D A

Map Skills

N
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NEW CALEDONIA
AUSTRALIA

OCEAN

ExperTrack Assessments
NEW ZEALAND

Auto-graded and pre-built Checkpoint,
Benchmark, and End-of-Year assessments
cover core content and skills.

2nd-8th

Digital Printable

Grading & Reporting
Easily measure and assess student success
with reports at the course, class, and
student level.

K-8th

Digital Printable
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STUDENT
BOOK
The Tennessee Experience Student Book engages
students with an interactive learning experience
that is inviting, well-organized, easy-to-use, and
effective! Students master grade-appropriate content
and skills as outlined in the Tennessee Academic
Standards, while building literacy, critical thinking
skills, and more.

Print

Digital eBook

100% Aligned
✔ All print and digital materials are
100% aligned to the latest Tennessee
Academic Standards for social
studies. All strands and Social Studies
Practices (SSP) are covered and
met within the Student Book and
resources. Standards alignments
are cited at the beginning of each
chapter/ lesson.

All-In-One Resource
✔ The Tennessee Experience Student
Book is not your ordinary textbook.
Gallopade combines textbook content
with student book activities for an allin-one resource.

Consumable
✔ It’s yours, keep it! Each student
receives their own copy to write in
and interact with. New Student Books
are delivered every school year.

REINFORCEMENT
ACTIVITIES
•

Reading for Information

•

Cause and Effect

•

Classifying Information

•

Primary Source Analysis

•

Inference

•

Point of View

•

Problem-Solution

•

Compare and Contrast

•

Analyze Charts & Graphs

•

Critical Thinking

•

Timelines

•

Map Skills

•

Stoodent eBook Markup Tools

•

Fact or Opinion, and more!

GallopadeCurriculum.com
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Markup Tools
Students can complete Student
Book activities directly within the
eBook with new markup tools!

Evidence-Based
Gallopade’s successful formula of “small bites” of
information and reinforcing activities creates a
continuous interactive learning experience proven
to be effective! Students build knowledge, deepen
understanding, and develop strong comprehension
and analytical skills.
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The Tennessee Experience

TEACHER’S
EDITION
Teacher’s Edition includes learning objectives,
openers, and instructional strategies to help
you lay the foundation for each lesson. Planning
pages at the beginning of each lesson or
each chapter give you a place to document
your goals, priorities, calendar, and notes for
customized instruction and differentiation
strategies.

Print

Digital Format

Answer Key
Tennesse

e 1 st

Grade
PACING
GUIDE
AND
CORRE
LATION
The Pacin
g Guide pr
S
ov
into the Fir
ides a str
uctured
st Grad

✔ Answers to the questions and
activities in the Tennessee
Experience Student Book.

e routine

UNIT

SEMEST
ER 1

1

Scope & Sequence

2
3

✔ A “scope and sequence” to make
it easy to know which resources
to use when.

Planning Pages
✔ A place to plan and document your
instructional calendar, assignments,
due dates, test dates, strategy
ideas, coverage of standards,
and more.
✔ A Pacing Guide to stay on track
throughout the year.
✔ Tennessee Academic Standards and
Correlations Guide.

American
Culture

ows Tim
Testing an
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d Other
Local Pri
orities

SEMEST
ER 2

5

5 – 6

Geogra
phy

First Sem
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e
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4
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e
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3 – 4

TN COR
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,

weeks

weeks

TAS 1.10
,

TAS 1.01
,

NS *

1.23, 1.
24, 1.25

1.11, 1.
12. 1.13
, 1.14

1.02, 1.
03, 1.16
option

al

13 – 16
weeks

3 – 4
5 – 6
5 – 6

weeks

TAS 1.16
,

weeks

weeks

TAS 1.15
.

TAS 1.04
,

1.26

1.17, 1.
18, 1.19
, 1.20, 1.
21

1.05, 1.
06, 1.07
, 1.08, 1.
09

Range All
ows Tim
13 – 16
Testing an
e for
d Other
weeks
Local Pri
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*Correla
tions ind
icate alig
nment to
Tenness
ee’s Acad
emic Sta
ndards for
Social Stu
dies.
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STUDENT BOOK PAGES WITH ANSWERS
©Gallopade

Identify the correct location on the timeline for the events numbered 1-6.

1500 CE

2000 CE

2000 AD

1500 AD
1957 AD computer

1000 AD
1119 AD compass

1439 AD printing press

500 AD

newspaper
What invention was made possible by the invention of the printing press in 1439? ______________

8.

Updated
in 2021

in 2021

2a

A
PD TE

n

2b

202

A
PD TE

n

202

Identify and describe the pattern of where dates are approximate and where dates are exact:
E

P

D

PD

3a

D

202

4

5

UPDATED

UPDATED

202

©Gallopade

i

i

U

U

P

different sources list different dates.

202

1

1

202

i

i

occurred
a long time ago, perhaps because people did not write them down,
or maybe
because
n
n
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

n

© Carole Marsh/Gallopade • www.gallopade.com • Tennessee 6th Grade
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8

2 021

Updated
in 2021

n

2 021

©Gallopade

©Gallopade

© Carole Marsh/Gallopade • www.gallopade.com • Tennessee 6th Grade

~This book is not reproducible.~

P

D

3b

D

©Gallopade

are exact. (Teacher: Event dates after 500 AD are exact in this example.)
______________________________________________________________________________________
n
n

There is no year “0” on the Gregorian calendar. After the year 1 BC, the year 1 AD
begins. After the year 1 BCE, the year 1 CE begins. NO zero!

202

Updated
in 2021

We don’t always know the exactDAdate
of things
that
Explain the reason for this pattern. _____________________________________________________
TE
DATE

Fascinating
Fact

202

A
PD TE

n

i

Dates
for events from the most distant past are estimates, and dates forAmore
recent
events
______________________________________________________________________________________
DATE
T

A
PD TE

n

i

Often, you see dates with no letters after them. For example, “The Declaration of Independence was
signed in 1776.” Because this event occurred in recent history, AD or CE is implied. You can usually
assume dates without letters occurred in recent history.

Updated

1b Updated

D

7.

Updated

1a

i

1439 AD
When was the printing press invented? _______________________

i

in 2021
in 2021
iron tools
What invention was an improvement over bronze tools? _____________________________________

6.

©Gallopade

Dates increase, counting up from 1 CE.

The date is designated with a BC date.
How do you know? ____________________________________________________________________

5.

D

©Gallopade

Dates decrease, counting down to 1 CE.

far in the past
Were bronze tools invented recently or far in the past? ____________________________________

4.

i

CE

3.

i

BCE

1000 CE

U

Dates labeled CE occurred in the
year 1 CE and after.
500 CE

_____b) BCE and CE

c. 3000 BC
When were bronze tools invented? _______________________

1

1 CE

_____a) BC and AD

Before Christ and After Christ (Anno Domini)
B. What do the abbreviations mean? ___________________________________________________
2.

1

CE means “Common Era.”
These dates are the same as “AD.”

D

500 BCE

1 AD

Describe the system of designating time that is used on the timeline:

D
©Gallopade

©Gallopade

1000 BCE

c. 400 AD fishing reel

Use the Historical Inventions timeline to answer the questions.
1.

©Gallopade

©Gallopade

1500 BCE

©Gallopade

©Gallopade

Dates labeled BCE occurred before
the year 1 CE.

500 BC

E 6. newspaper (1605 AD)
_____

A. Which abbreviations are used?

2000 BCE

c. 200 BC paper

F 5. Internet (1990 AD)
_____

D 4. eyeglasses (1286 AD)
_____

Designating Time with BCE and CE

Common
Era
begins

c. 1000 BC fireworks

A 3. sailboat (c. 3200 BC)
_____

B 2. iron tools (c. 500 BC)
_____

Apply What You Learned

One system uses the terms BCE and CE to identify dates. The dates in this system are numbered the
same as in BC and AD, but the naming convention is different.

BCE means “Before Common Era.”
These dates are the same as “BC.”

1000 BC

1500 BC

2000 BC

c. 1600 BC war chariots

C 1. toilet paper (589 AD)
_____

Dates increase, counting up from 1 AD.

U

Dates decrease, counting down to 1 AD.

1

2000 AD

1

1500 AD

AD

F

U

1000 AD

E

U

500 AD

D

U

1 AD

C

1

500 BC

B

U

1000 BC

BC

A

1

1500 BC

Dates labeled with AD occurred after the
birth of Christ (1 AD and after).

©Gallopade

©Gallopade

2000 BC

c. 3500 BC the wheel

“AD”
begins

©Gallopade

©Gallopade

AD means “Anno Domini” which is
Latin for “in the year of our Lord.”

BC means “Before Christ.”
Dates labeled BC occurred before the
birth of Christ (before the year 1 AD).

2500 BC

3500 BC

One system uses the terms BC and AD to identify dates. Dates are named depending on if they
occurred before (BC) the birth of Jesus Christ or after (AD) the birth of Jesus Christ.

3000 BC

Historical Inventions

Designating Time with BC and AD

©Gallopade

©Gallopade

Chronological Order

There are two different systems used to designate dates on the Gregorian calendar.
Both systems number dates in the same way, but they use different terms to name the dates!

c. 3000 BC bronze tools

©Gallopade

Two Designations for Naming and Numbering Dates

~This book is not reproducible.~
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Unit & Chapter Openers

UNIT OPENER
UNIT 1
H
T WIT
STAR CTIVITY
A
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THIS & enga y,

Hook t curiosit n,
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to bo , motivat
!
iry
inqu d results
an

UNIT OPENER

Begin with Student Books closed.
1. Write “Foundations” and “Civilization” on your whiteboard.
2. Ask: What do you know about the meaning of each of these two words?
•

Allow students to volunteer what they know or think they know.

•

Also encourage students to use a dictionary and read those meanings aloud.

•

Relevant definitions include:

•

•

Foundation can mean a base, a structural support, or the beginning of
something.

•

Civilization can mean an advanced or organized society or culture, or the
way people lived at a certain time in history.

Spend a few minutes discussing these terms based on what students share.

3. Tell students they are starting a unit called Foundations of Human Civilization.
•

Ask students to analyze what the two terms mean when used together.

•

Have students infer and predict what they think this unit will be about.

4. Invite students to look at just the Table of Contents of their Student Book.
•

Ask: What does it look like you will be studying for most of 6th grade?

•

Ask students to explain and cite evidence from the Table of Contents to support
their conclusion.

5. Tell students to look at the topic of Unit 1. Question prompts you can ask include:
•

What is this unit about?

•

What is this unit NOT about?

•

What time frame does this unit cover?

CONTINUED...
©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
Permission is granted to use Toolbox only with students for whom a current-year Experience Class Set is purchased.

Inquiry-Based Learning

Inquiry-Based Learning

UNIT 1

TENNESSEE EXPERIENCE | GRADE 6 | UNIT 1

FOUNDATIONS
OF CIVILIZATION

TENNESSEE EXPERIENCE | GRADE 6 | UNIT 1

•

How does that time frame compare to the other units in the book?

•

What predictions can you now make and what conclusions can you now draw
based on the meaning of the two terms Foundation and Civilization, and your
analysis of the overall Table of Contents?

Openers provide instructional strategies
to activate existing knowledge and realworld experiences that spark curiosity
and inquiry.

6. Commend students on how much information they have gained from two words and their
definitions in a dictionary, a table of contents, and their own analysis and inferences. Explain
that the ability to break down information into its parts, to look for clues and details, to apply
what they know, and to use logical thinking are the kinds of skills that will help them learn
more all this year, and any time.
7. Say: These are the skills of a historian...and of a detective...and of a doctor...and of an
archaeologist...and of a scientist...and of a great student!
8. Share something along the lines of this:
•

With this approach, you won’t just be reading a book to learn about history.
You will be an archaeologist...a historian...a detective...a doctor...a scientist...
an explorer...and more!

•

When you dig for clues, when you put the pieces of a puzzle together yourself,
when you develop your own ideas, when you search for evidence to support
your conclusions, that is when you really learn—and it is when you learn to learn.

•

When you know how to do these things, you can learn about anything!

9. You can also prompt your students to think about why grade 6 focuses on history that
happened soooooooo long ago. This is a great question to ask now AND also ask
throughout the year to prompt students to see the relevancy of what they learn studying
ancient civilizations and the way that ancient history connects to our lives today. A few
questions to include are:

UNIT RESOURCES

UNIT PRE-PLANNING NOTES

Unit 1: Foundations of Human Civilization
(c. 10,000-3500 BCE)

•

Why should we study history that occurred long ago?

•

What is the relationship between history and our lives today?

10. You may want to assign your students to keep a journal where they periodically answer, and
expand their answers, to the questions above. As an alternative, you could create a physical
or digital bulletin board where students post and expand their answers to the questions
based on new ideas and perspectives they develop throughout the year.

Start Date:

UNIT 1

End Date:

Anticipated Start Date:
Anticipated End Date:

Notes:

Notes:

©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
Permission is granted to use Toolbox only with students for whom a current-year Experience Class Set is purchased.

CHAPTER 1
Anticipated Start Date:

Tennessee Experience • 6th Grade Teacher’s Edition • This book is not reproducible. • ©Carole Marsh/Gallopade • www.gallopade.com
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Anticipated End Date:
Notes:

TEACHING TOOLS
TOOL:

Unit Opener

CHAPTER 2

COORDINATES W/
STUDENT BOOK:

Anticipated Start Date:

use FIRST

Anticipated End Date:
Notes:
CHAPTER 3
Anticipated Start Date:
Anticipated End Date:
Notes:

Tennessee Experience • 6th Grade Teacher’s Edition • This book is not reproducible. • ©Carole Marsh/Gallopade • www.gallopade.com
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The Tennessee Experience

TEACHING
TOOLS
Teaching Tools are organized to match Student
Book units and chapters, making it simple to access
and print the resources you want to use. Teaching
Tools enhance instruction while easing the burden
on your time. We help you get exactly what you
need when you need it!

Digital

Go Beyond-the-Book
✔ Launch instruction with
student engagement
and inquiry.
✔ Meet local requirements
to identify learning
objectives with ease.
✔ Boost rigor with primary
source analysis, projectbased learning, graphic
organizers, and more.
✔ Build literacy, vocabulary,
and writing skills.
✔ Maximize student
comprehension with
scavenger hunts and
study guides.

FEATURES
•

Complete various activities directly online
with new PDF markup tools.

•

Choose Student or Teacher Pacing.

•

Choose to hide and show resources.

•

Choose the duration of which assignments
must be completed.
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INQUIRY-BASED
LEARNING

WRITING PROMPTS

PROJECT- BASED
LEARNING

STUDY GUIDES

MAP SKILLS
ACTIVITIES

ABC

PRIMARY SOURCE
ANALYSIS

VOCABULARY BUILDERS

INTERACTIVE
WORKBOOKS
AND
MORE!
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UNIT 1B
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Vocabulary Review
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FEATURES AND LOCATIONS
ON PHYSICAL AND
POLITICAL MAPS

ted to use
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Toolbox

only with
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• www
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de • All Righ Experience Class
©Gallopa
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a current-ye
for whom

Assign & Assess
Keep track of when
students have started and
completed assignments.

Use the map to answer

NAME: ____________
____________

If you could live

a place and its people who share the same
government

would you live?
using complete
sentences. Answe
r these questions:
Where do you want
to live?
(Choices might
include a big city,
near the beach or
mountains, or a
• What are some
farm.)
things you might
find or experience
there?
• Why do you
want to live there?

the four cardinal
south of the deer. Label
the ___________________

of the shop.

to the trees?
east

south

north

you travel from the shop
south

to the vet’s office?
east

deer

west

west

__________________

__________________

to use Toolbox

______________

__________________

__________________

______________

______________

__________________

__________________

__________________

______________

______________

__________________

__________________

__________________

______________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

______

Permission is granted

__________________

__________________

__________________

______________

______________

__________________

__________________

__________________

______________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________
__________________
__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

west

__________________

__________________
__________________

__________________

1. a natural landform or body of water on Earth

©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
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east

you travel from the shop

5. What direction would
north

road

south

north

4. What direction would

directions.

. (Circle two answers.)

pond

shop

____________
3. The shopper is _______

3. land or water next to a place

__________________

CITY?

•

of
2. The trees are north

2. a map that shows natural physical features
such as rivers, lakes, mountains, and plains

anywhere, where

Explain your choice

1. Draw a compass rose

Down
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the questions.

Complete the crossword puzzle.
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IMAGES, VIDEOS, &
INTERNET LINKS
Students will engage with primary and secondary sources including current and
historical photographs, maps, political cartoons, paintings, documents, infographics,
videos, and more. Use curated video links to enhance lessons and illustrate key
concepts. Each source is broken down by chapter to save you time!

Digital

Enhance the Learning Process
with Engaging Multimedia
Resources
✔ Boost creativity, encourage student
engagement, and help students learn
to collaborate.
✔ Multimedia resources offer an
alternative format to learning about
specific topics.
✔ Videos help explain complex ideas
and are proven to engage students.
✔ Assign as homework or in-class
review!

SOURCE TYPES
•

Photographs

•

Maps

•

Political Cartoons

•

Paintings

•

Infographics

•

Diagrams

•

Videos

•

Primary Sources

•

Internet Links

•

and more!

GallopadeCurriculum.com
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EXPERTRACK
ASSESSMENTS
ExperTrack includes several high-quality, autograded assessment questions per grade. ExperTrack
helps you improve learning outcomes by having
students engage in critical thinking and analysis
throughout the year, providing results data to inform
instruction. Students improve comprehension, deepen
understanding, and strengthen their ability to apply
the knowledge and skills they learn.

Digital

Q
A

Demonstrate Mastery of
Standards using Pre-Built,
Auto-Graded Tests
Benchmarks

QUESTION TYPES

✔ “Benchmark Test” measures
and documents annual student
improvement.

•

Single and Multiple Choice

•

Order of Events

•

Categorization

•

Map Skills

•

Tables & Charts

•

Inline Match

•

Matching

•

Venn Diagram

•

Math

•

Item Banks

•

and more!

Checkpoints
✔ Pre-built “Checkpoint” tests are
designed to check understanding
after each chapter or unit.

End-of-Year Assessments
✔ End-of-Year Tests assess
understanding of content and skills
learned throughout the school year.

GallopadeCurriculum.com

Item
Bank

•

16

Teachers will now have the ability to create their own assessments
using a pre-exising - and aligned - bank of questions
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The Tennessee Experience

HOW IT
WORKS

Teachers and students receive print and/or digital
access to a collection of resources 100% aligned to
the Tennessee Academic Standards.
Resources vary by grade and chapter. The Gallopade
Curriculum Online allows students to actively learn
using a combination of Gallopade components,
most of which can be assigned and completed
online or in-class!

1

PREPARE & ASSIGN
Create assignments in
Gallopade Curriculum Online.

Schedule Assignments
Browse Resources
Organized by unit and chapter, easily choose
which content and activities to assign.

Assign to the entire class or
individual students, and customize
start/end dates.

GallopadeCurriculum.com

Teacher’s Edition
Plan and document your instructional
calendar and strategies with Unit Planning
pages. Reference which Teaching Tools are
available online.

Hit Learning Targets with Accuracy
Social Studies Themes help you connect content to big concepts and
Enduring Understandings throughout the whole unit.

UNIT OPENER

H
T WIT
STAR CTIVITY
A engage
&
THHIS
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Inquiry-Based Learning

st cu
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to boo , motivat
ry
s!
inqui d result
an

UNIT 1

TENNESSEE EXPERIENCE | GRADE 5 | UNIT 1

INDUSTRIALIZATION, THE
GILDED AGE, AND THE
PROGRESSIVE ERA
(1870S-1910s)
UNIT OPENER
PART 1

With about 10-15 minutes left of class:
1. WRITE: “technology” on your whiteboard. Ask students to explain what the word on the
whiteboard means. Then ask for a volunteer to look up the definition in the dictionary.
(a scientific or industrial device or procedure, such as an invention)

2. SAY: In our first unit, you will learn about changes that took place in the United States,
from the end of the Civil War to the early 1900s. Many technologies, such as the light
bulb, railroads, and telephone, were invented or came into common use during this
time. These technologies led to major changes in people’s lives.
3. SAY: Tonight, for homework, I want you to think of new technologies that have
emerged in your lifetime. Choose one, and ask yourself:
• How has this technology affected people?

• What benefits or advantages do we get from using that technology?

• What negative effects or disadvantages result from use of that technology?

Remind students that technological changes can be big or small, and they can be found all
around us, so students should look around for interesting examples!

CONTINUED...
©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
Permission is granted to use Toolbox only with students for whom a current-year Experience Class Set is purchased.
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PART 2
The next day in class:
4. Ask for volunteers to share the technologies they selected and discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of those technologies individually and as a class.

Inquiry-Based Learning

UNIT 1

5. Tell students that like today’s changes, developments following the Civil War had major
effects on people’s lives. Display for students a candle and a plugged-in lamp. Light the
candle. Then ask a volunteer to turn on the light bulb.
ASK: Which of these methods do you think is a better way to create light? Why?
•

Most students will probably choose the light bulb. As students list advantages of the
light bulb, write them on the whiteboard. Possible advantages might include (you
can prompt students if they do not think of some of these):
•

The light bulb is easier and less messy.

•

The light bulb will not go out as easily. (Blow out the candle to show how
easily it can be extinguished.)

•

•

The light bulb gives off brighter light and does not burn down like the
candle.

The light bulb is safer.

6. Divide the class into small groups. Give each group a specific technology to discuss.
Examples might include the telephone, the steel plow, machines to drill wells for water, and
the automobile. Each group should create a list of ways they think this technology would
have changed people’s lives.
7. When the groups are done, have each group share its list with the class. Encourage the class
to add more ideas to the list.
8. SAY: You’re now ready to start learning about an exciting period of growth in our
country! As you read this unit, keep your eyes open for ways new inventions and
technologies changed people’s lives. Watch for ways they encouraged industries to
grow and Americans to move West and settle new lands.

Differentiation (to provide an extra challenge):

As part of the Opener, or at another point during the unit, select students to work in one or
several small groups to identify how the Computer Revolution changed lives. They can then
use that information to compare and contrast the Industrial Revolution and the Computer
Revolution, including how the technology advancements in each era impacted Americans.

©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
Permission is granted to use Toolbox only with students for whom a current-year Experience Class Set is purchased.
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2

TEACH
Students read, learn, and interact
with their 100% aligned consumable
Student Book or eBook.

Student Book
Student Books are a consumable
print (and ebook) core curriculum
option. Our “small bites” approach
is proven to improve comprehension
and retention of learned content,
concepts, and skills.

Comprehension Activities
Quizzes and skill-building activities follow each
“small bite” of information, encouraging students
to recall and analyze learned content.

20
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Teaching Tools

3

Teachers can extend beyond

REINFORCE & RE-ENGAGE

the Student Book with Several
additional online tools and

Use Teaching Tools activities, projects,
videos, and more to elevate instruction.

resources—organized by chapter—
for reinforcement, remediation,
and enrichment.

NAME: _____________________________________________
NAME: _____________________________________________

NAME: _____________________________________________
NAME: _____________________________________________
NAME: _____________________________________________
NAME: _____________________________________________

DUE PROCESS
FAMOUS
INVENTOR
YELLOW JOURNALISM
AGRICULTURAL
ALLIED AND AXIS
POWERS
PRODUCTIVE
RESOURCES INVENTIONS
THE BERLIN WALL
PROJECT SUMMARY
MAP LABELING ACTIVITY
CLASSIFYING INFORMATION
RUN AMUCK
At the turn of the century, new inventions played a huge role. Imagine that you are a journalist
and have the opportunity to interview a famous inventor from this era. Choose either the

Wright brothers,
George
Washington Carver, Alexander Graham Bell, or Thomas Edison.
1. Locate and label each of these countries
on the world
map.
Write
to ask
in your
interview.
(The countries are labeled A-G on
the questions
map, but the
order
is mixed
up.) Your questions should focus on their inventions,
accomplishments, and impact on American life. After completing your questions, write an
interview script that includes their answer after each question.
• England

The legal system in the United States requires that every person be
treated fairly. This concept is called due process of law. Due process
the end of
means that laws must be reasonable, consistent, andFrom
fair when

The Allies won World War II. Germany and Japan lost. The Allies told Germany it could not
make a new army. The Allies did not want Germany to start a new war.

the Civil War through the early-to-mid 1900s, new

Italy

•

Japan

•

Russia
United States

Wright Brothers

2. For each country that you labeled:

Map Skills

•

A

attached an underwater mine to the ship and triggered the explosion from the shore.

__________________________________________________________________________________
Color it red if it was an Axis Power in World War II.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Read each statement. Write T for True and F for False.
Color it blue if it was an Allied Power in World War II.
Then correct
false
statement
to make it true.
__________________________________________________________________________________
How do you think the stories being reported
fromeach
Cuba
impacted
Americans?

WRITING PROMPT

•

E

B

•
•
•

With his printing business going

Who was the invention popular with?
• The Soviet Union
How did the invention work?
What part of farming did the invention impact?

well, Ben turned it over to his

United
States,
France,
and Great Britain helped their three parts form a new country. The
3. Analyze what you learn to explain: (IncludeThe
positives
and
negative
results.)
newincluding
country was
Westowners,
Germany. The new capital was called West Berlin.
• How did the invention impact farmers,
largecalled
plantation

small farm owners, and sharecroppers and tenant farmers.
• How did the invention affect life and
culturehad
in the
South?
People
many
rights and freedoms in their new country. West Germany was a democracy.
4. Create a mock patent application for the invention
you selected.
That means
people can vote! People in West Germany could choose how to use their money.
Include a detailed drawing and descriptionsThat
of how
the invention
works.
is called
capitalism.

foreman so he could have more
time for his scientific experiments.

__________________________________________________________________________________
How do you think people would have felt to learn that some of the stories were
____1.facts
Due
is outlined in the Fourth and Fifteenth Amendments.
sensationalized, rather than based on solid
or process
evidence?
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. Create a web diagram that shows the impact your invention had on various groups of
William Randolph Hearst was a famous newspaper publisher at that time.
Southern farmers and on Southern culture. East
Be sure
to explain
how
invention
affected The Soviet Union was in control of East Germany.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Germany
was
notthe
like
West Germany.
applies
to children
also. to
In response to an artist’s request to be____2.
recalledDue
dueprocess
to “no war,”
Hearst
is reported
Natural Resources
Human
Resources
Capital
Resources
people
who did the job before
the invention.
East Germany was Communist. The government had authority to make the rules.
have said, “You furnish the pictures, I’ll furnish the war.” What do you think he meant?
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. Individually, or with a partner, design your own
invention
that
could have
useful
in and freedoms. The Soviet Union kept control.
People
in East
Germany
didbeen
not get
rights
Why do you think he would say that?
any region of the U.S. at that time.
____3. If a U.S. citizen is found not guilty of burglary, the government
__________________________________________________________________________________
What examples of sensational news stories have
in her
current
media?
7. Create a poster, model, or other tool about East
your invention.
canyou
putseen
him or
on trial
again.
Germans were not allowed to go to West Germany or West Berlin.
__________________________________________________________________________________
8. Hold an exposition, or fair, for other classes Why
at your
school.
yourwere
patent
not?
EastDisplay
Germans
notapplication
allowed to go to places with democracy.
What do you think news should be based on?:
and web diagram for the invention you researched,
as
well
as
whatever
you
made
for
your
Why not? The Soviet Union did not want East Germans to leave and not come back.
• facts that have been investigated
and verified
__________________________________________________________________________________
____4.
Citizens do not have to testify against themselves according to
own invention. As other students walk through your exposition, explain the inventions you
• conclusions based on whatever is known or assumed at the moment
are showing and answer questions.
__________________________________________________________________________________
the Fifth Amendment.
• sensationalized to keep people interested
There was a problem: West Berlin was in the middle of East Germany.
9. Discuss, reflect on, and evaluate your learning experience.
The Soviet Union built a very tall wall around West Berlin. East German soldiers worked at the
__________________________________________________________________________________
How can people distinguish between “fake news” and legitimate facts?
wall. They decided who could enter and who could exit.
____5. The government can seize your property for free according to
Follow-up questions to think about
and discuss:
Why is this important?
__________________________________________________________________________________
the Fifth Amendment.
Î How did new technology use existing resources in the South?
__________________________________________________________________________________
Î What was the role of the North in technology in the South? How did the wall affect people in East Berlin?

C

D

Interactive discussion questions:

F

Let’s Practice

•

The Fifth Amendment covers rights in criminal and civil trials. For
advancement and analyze its effects.
You
willtook
alsocharge.
invent your
Four
Allies
They own
split
example, citizens cannot be tried twice for the same crime, cannot
be
technological
advancement. You may
work into
individually
or They
with split
a partner.
Germany
four parts.
As one of the few sources of public information, newspapers had become quite
1. Read the type of resource listed on each bucket.
forced to testify against themselves, and cannot have their property
Germany’s capital city, Berlin, into four
influential in America by the late 1800s.
taken without being
Fourteenth
Amendment
makes sure
that
2. paid.
WriteThe
examples
of that
type of resource
on the
bucket.
parts too. Each Ally was in charge of one
Process:
all citizens of America are treated equally under the law. Laws cannot be applied
part. Each
Ally sent
its army
to its
part.between the
Hundreds of reporters, artists, and photographers went to Cuba looking for the
1. Choose a new agricultural invention or innovation
that became
popular
in the
South
3. “Fill” each bucket with at least 6 examples.
differently to different people.
“facts,” or a great story—one that would sell lots of newspapers. And a great story they
end of the Civil War and the early 1900s.
did indeed report! Headlines read, “Spanish
Cannibalism,”
“Inhuman
Torture,”
and
The fouryou
Allies
in charge
were:
Does due
process apply
to children?
You
bet it does! For instance, in 1975, in the
Gosstov.learn about the invention or innovation
2. case
Research
selected,
including:
“Amazon Warriors Fight for Rebels!” Lopez, students had been suspended from school without a hearing. The U.S. Supreme •Court
Who invented or innovated the item you selected?
• The United States
• of
What was the purpose of the invention?
ruled that in the case of a school suspension, you have a right to a hearing to tell your side
France
• How was the process before the invention •different
than after the invention?
When the USS Maine exploded in January
1898, U.S. newspapers seemed to have little
the story!
put
glue on the BACK of this striped section • Was the invention relatively inexpensive or•expensive?
Bell
Edison
doubtCarver
as to the cause of the explosion.
Some even
showed how Spanish saboteurs
had
Great Britain

Leveled Literacy

Germany

•

Project-Based Learning

France

•

Graphic Organizer

•

Interactive Read Aloud

Entrepreneurs
useto
productive
resources
toexplained
produce goods
and provide services.
applied toaallTV
citizens.
The right
due process
of law
is
in
Who has read a newspaper story or heard
or radio
farm
technology
and mechanization changed
farming
the
South.
would make
Germanyin
obey
the
Allies’ rules? The Allies would!
Completeamendments
the graphic organizer
listing examples of all three types of productive Who
resources
the Fifth and Fourteenth
to the U.S.byConstitution.
broadcast and wondered, “Did that really happen?”
that entrepreneurs use.
Summary: In this project, you will choose one agricultural technological

G

Ben invented the Franklin stove,
which provided more heat and
used less wood than a fireplace.

He also invented the lightning rod

Î What were positive and negative results of this shift?
__________________________________________________________________________________
____6. A law about paying debts cannot be applied in different ways to
Î What is an example today of a technological advancement that reduces the
did the wall affect people in West Berlin?
amount of labor needed to do a job? And, what are positive How
and negative
rich and poor people according to the Fourteenth Amendment.
__________________________________________________________________________________
of that
result?
To add this to your interactive workbook, cut along the consequences
outside dashed lines,
and
fold on the solid line.

R

Put glue on the BACK of the striped area, and glue it to the top of a page it relates to.
Glue it so it is readable when flat, and you can fold it upwards to read the workbook page.

after discovering that lightning
has electricity in it.

Ben learned
about electricity by flying a kite with
a key
attached to it during a storm!
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CHAPTER 7

INTRO

STORY

VOCAB

POP QUIZ

NAME: _____________________________________________

TENNESSEE EXPERIENCE | GRADE 7 | UNIT 3

GEOGRAPHY OF SOUTHWEST ASIA AND NORTH AFRICA
Locate each of these eight major water features listed below on the map and label them:
Arabian Sea
Mediterranean Sea
Black Sea
Persian Gulf
Caspian Sea
Red Sea
Euphrates River
Tigris River
Additionally:

FULL
SCREEN

• Outline the Arabian Peninsula in black.
• Place a black dot on and label the approximate location of Mecca.

Chapter Reviews
Study Guides and Vocabulary Reviews
include detailed, key-point reviews of what
students need to know. They make a great
reverse road map for each chapter or unit.
Assign them as homework, an “open book

Study Guide

test,” or in-class review!

Assignments
(Teacher View)
land

MAP LEGEND
water

©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
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students have started and
completed assignments.
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Multimedia Resources
Receive access to a collection of multimedia resources
including video, images, primary sources, and internet links
within each course.

Read-Aloud & Translation
Features including text read-aloud and translation
are in place to help support and improve students’
understanding of materials.

Assignments
(Student View)
Students easily access
the Student eBook and
assigned activities in their
digital course.

GallopadeCurriculum.com

4
ExperTrack
Assessments
Includes several pre-built,
high-quality, auto-graded
assessment questions
per grade.

Star Features
✔ Create your own assessment using
Gallopade’s pre-built question item bank!
✔ Print ExperTrack questions.

22
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5
ExperTrack
Assessments
Includes several pre-built,
high-quality, auto-graded
assessment questions per
grade.

Assessments
Create your own assessments
using Gallopade’s pre-built
question item bank!

Reports & Data
at Your Fingertips
Provides documentation of
student progress throughout
the school year. Track classes
and students by standard,
content type, and activity.

6

TRY A

FREE
DEMO

Try it for yourself. And see why Gallopade
Curriculum is used in over 30,000 schools nationwide.

Visit GallopadeCurriculum.com
to get started.
Follow the instructions to create a demo account. Your account gives you access to the
Gallopade Curriculum for 30 days.
Note - some features have been disabled. For questions or support, please visit:
Support.Gallopade.com

NEED AN EVALUATION
KIT?
Are you a decision-maker for your district or school?
Get a first-hand look at Gallopade Curriculum by
contacting us at curriculum@gallopade.com to request
your FREE Evaluation Kit.

What’s Inside
The Evaluation Kit includes a sample of Gallopade’s core curriculum
component, The Tennessee Experience Student Book. There are 5 total
components included in a Gallopade Curriculum Class Set purchase.
You’ll review all components in the Gallopade Curriculum Online.

Components
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

The Tennessee Experience Student Book
Teacher’s Edition
Teaching Tools & Multimedia Sources
ExperTrack Assessments
Online Platform & Student Course

Scan QR Code for the following:

To Visit
To Schedule
GallopadeCuriculum.com A Meeting

To Try
A Free Demo
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Tennessee Pricing
Save with multi-year adoptions! Please contact us or
visit GallopadeCurriculum.com for a custom quote. New books
are shipped each year with multi-year adoptions.

Grade
Level

Student
Book &
eBook

Teacher’s
Edition &
eBook

Online
Teaching Tools
& Multimedia
Resources

Online
ExperTrack
Assessments

Online Grading
& Reporting

Online
Platform
& Student
Course

1 Year

3 Year

$699.75
code: 134981
$27.99 per student/
year

25 Students

25 Students

K











$274.75
code: 134066
$10.99 per student/
year

1st











$274.75
code: 134073
$10.99 per student/
year

$699.75
code: 134998
$27.99 per student/
year

$949.75
code: 135001
$37.99 per student/
year

2nd













$374.75
code: 134080
$14.99 per student/
year

3rd













$449.75
code: 132376
$17.99 per student/
year

$1,146.25
code: 135018
$45.85 per student/
year

$1,146.25
code: 135025
$45.85 per student/
year

4th













$449.75
code: 132383
$17.99 per student/
year

5th













$449.75
code: 132390
$17.99 per student/
year

$1,146.25
code: 135032
$45.85 per student/
year

$1,318.75
code: 135407
$52.75 per student/
year

6th













$499.75
code: 132406
$19.99 per student/
year

7th













$499.75
code: 132413
$19.99 per student/
year

$1,318.75
code: 135414
$52.75 per student/
year



$499.75
code: 132420
$19.99 per student/
year

$1,318.75
code: 135421
$52.75 per student/
year

8th











GallopadeCurriculum.com

Contact Our Curriculum Team
For More Information

800-536-2438 x13

How to Order
Call:

Mail:

800-536-2438 x13

Gallopade

For a Quote

P.O. Box 2779
Peachtree City, GA 30269

Fax:
800-871-2979

Need a custom quote?
Fill out a quote form at

Online:

GallopadeCurriculum.com

Gallopade.com
30-Day Risk-Free Preview

Shipping & Terms
Shipping:
Standard Shipping, 3-8 business days, 10%, $10
minimum. Saver Shipping, 7-10 business days, 6%, $5
minimum. If no shipping method is specified by the
customer, standard shipping will be used.
Payment Terms:
All public institutions and/or established accounts
with authorized purchase orders may charge their
orders. Terms are Net 30 days. Prices subject to
change. Not responsible for errors or omissions in
this catalog. Gallopade is a sole source provider for
Tennessee Experience products.
Please include or mention catalog code TN22-23 on
all ordering methods!
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P.O. Box 2779
Peachtree City, GA 30269
TEL: 800-536-2438
FAX: 00-871-2979
orders@gallopade.com
www.Gallopade.com

View a Demo & Request a Sample at
www.GallopadeCurriculum.com

K-8TH | 2022-2023

TENNESSEE
Social Studies

Your Trusted Solution for Over 40 Years

